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Thank you for your letter of 8 October 2008 addressed to Claire Keggie about a number of issues
and requests for responses in relation to upgrading the A92.

Trunk roads and local roads

I have noted the comments about the respective roles of Fife Council and Transport Scotland and I
think it would be helpful to the Committee to explain that Transport Scotland as the Executive
Agency of the Scottish Government only has responsibility for the motorway and trunk road network.
The Scottish trunk road network consists of some 3,400 kilometres made up as follows:

Motorways
Dual Carriageway
Single Carriageway

- 559 km
- 526 km
- 2,320 km

Local roads are the responsibility of the relevant local authority. The local road network consists of
51 ,000km of Scotland's roads (approximately 94% of the total Scottish road network) and they are
the responsibility of local authorities to fund, manage and maintain. The A92 is a trunk road only for
the section between Junction 3 on the M90 to the Tay Bridge Roundabout, south of the Tay Road
Bridge and a short section in Dundee from East Dock Street to the Scott Fyffe Roundabout at the
East Kingway. The A92 north of Dundee to Stonehaven is a local road and is therefore the
responsibility of the local authorities through which it runs. This is important when considering
accident figures as Transport Scotland is only responsible for the trunk road sections of the A92.

Strategic Roads Review (SRR)1999

Proposals to dual the A92 were considered by the 1999 SRR and a decision was taken following
that review that dualling could not be justified. In announcing this decision, Sarah Boyack, as the
Transport Minister at the time, made a commitment to deliver a range of road safety improvements
to address the needs of the A92. Many of these have been delivered and further improvements are
planned.

Previous dualling proposals

Members have raised concerns about the loss of previous plans for dualling. I would explain that in
looking at options for this route it is necessary to take a fresh look at proposals to consider current
environmental, technical and economic aspects in relation to today's traffic demands and conditions.
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Accident levels on the A92 at Balfarg and Cadham Road Junctions

There have been 2 serious reported injury accidents at Balfarg junction between 2003-2007 and 11
slight accidents. There has been one slight reported injury accident at Cad ham Road junction
between 2003-2007. The tables below set out the detail.

A92- Balfarg Junction
Accidents by Year I Severity

Serious Slight Total
2003 0 1 1
2004 1 1 2
2005 0 3 3
2006 0 3 3
2007 1 3 4
Total 2 11 13

A92- Cadham Road Junction
Accidents by Year I Severity

Serious Slight Total
2003 0 0 0
2004 0 1 1
2005 0 0 0
2006 0 0 0
2007 0 0 0
Total 0 1 1

Detailed accident information along the length of the trunk road sections of the A92 is set out in
Annex (A).

Current investment programme

Our current programme consists of some 40 major projects planned for delivery throughout Scotland
along with a broad range of additional minor projects. Budget provision, planning and statutory
processes means that Transport Scotland will be fully committed in meeting the challenges of
delivering this huge programme of investment. In the current financial climate, both budgets and
resources are limited and we are not in a position to consider adding major new projects to the
current programme.

Improvements to the A92

An extensive programme of improvements to the A92 at the localities set out below has been carried
out over the last few years including:

• A new roundabout at the Tullis Russell entrancel B9130 Markinch Rd. junction.
• Widening of the approach and exit from Preston roundabout on the north side including
construction of a footbridge.

• Reduction in speed limit and introduction of single lane dualling at Balfarg to stop overtaking
manoeuvres and improve safety at the Western Avenue junction.

• A developer-funded improvement of the Balfarg junction was recently completed. This involved
improvements to the geometry, better facilities for pedestrians and provision of anti-skid
surfacing on the approaches to the junction. This should also help to improve safety for all road
users.

• Also at Balfarg junction passively safe sign posts and lighting columns have been introduced to
minimise the severity of injuries in the event of a collision.

• The banning of southbound right turns into Cadham Road junction together with visibility
improvements directly north of this.

Details of works carried out in recent years or planned for the A92 between Redhouse and Tay
Bridge are set out in the table at Annex (B).

In addition to a feasibility study which is looking at the provision of traffic signals at Cad ham junction
our Operating Company, BEAR Scotland Ltd, has been asked to carry out a study which will look at
traffic movements and the operation of the section of the A92 at the Balfarg, Tullis Russell and
Cadham road junctions in order to identify potential improvements which may be appropriate. This
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will include consultation with the Glenrothes Area Futures Group and local BEAR have been
instructed that this study should be progressed as a priority and I expect the report to be concluded
by mid-January 2009.

Strategic Transport Projects Review

On Wednesday 10 December Ministers announced the outcome of the Strategic Transport Projects
Review (STPR) which sets out future transport investment priorities for Scotland's strategic transport
networks.

The Strategic Transport Projects Review (STPR) details 29 major transport packages across
Scotland which have been identified as supporting the future growth of Scotland's businesses and
communities.

The STPR is the first nationwide appraisal of our transport needs based on anticipated issues on
both the strategic road and rail networks. This included assessing the ability of the A92 to serve
those needs. The A92 generally operates well, but the STPR recognises the value of investing in
relatively local interventions including improvements that would be undertaken in tandem, and driven
by, the trunk road maintenance contracts. These enhancements would be targeted to bring the
physical condition and safety standards of this route to a level which will support the expected levels
of traffic using this route.

In terms of contributing to the Government's purpose, this intervention would address isolated
constraints, and although the immediate benefits would be felt at a more local level, for example
through isolated junction improvements, the programme of works would contribute towards the need
to maintain and safely operate the network.

In addition, the development of Park and Ride/Choose sites, especially that at Halbeath, will provide
the choice for travellers to make their journey by a mode other than the private car. This strategy of
Park and Ride/ Choose sites is complemented by the improved rail services in and around Fife.

I hope this is helpful.

MALCOLM REED
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ANNEX (A)

Accident Record for the A92 Trunk Road

A92 trunk road from Halbeath, Junction 3 to South of the Tay Bridge

A92 Accidents by Year I Severity
Fatal Serious Slight Total

2003 2 13 47 62
2004 3 14 45 62
2005 2 15 44 61
2006 2 8 49 59
2007 1 9 44 54
Total 10 59 229 298

Maps showing accident locations on the A92 trunk road between Red hose and Tay Bridge shown in
the attached embedded document (please open and print):

~~
C790724.xls (736

KB)
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A92 Hill of Beath to South of Tay Bridge 2003 to 2007 Accident Statistics

A92 Accidents bv Year I Severity
Fatal Serious SliQht Total

2003 2 13 47 62
2004 3 14 45 62
2005 2 15 44 61
2006 2 8 49 59
2007 1 9 44 54
Total 10 59 229 298

I

Slight





C818736

ANNEX (B)

Section C'way Location Works carried out I underway Measures proposed
A92 Redhouse Dual Redhouse Work to improve advance signing, surfacing of Study to investigate the longer term operational and
Roundabout to Roundabout the roundabout, renewal of anti skid on the accident problems at roundabouts such as Redhouse
Preston Roundabout entrance and exit of roundabout and hardening roundabout and to identify and prioritise potential

the edge of central island carried out in improvement measures.
November 2008.

Fife Council carried out an appraisal of the A92 Redhouse
Patching on Thornton Bypass carried out. Interchange in compiling a STAG report, which has helped

to inform the reappraisal of the Fife Structure Plan. This
has been considered as part of the STPR.

A92 Preston Single Preston Widening of the approach and exit from Preston Maintenance patching scheme comprising deep inlay
Roundabout to Balfarg Roundabout to roundabout on the north side. planned for 2009/10. Subject to availability of funding.
Junction Tullis Russell

Extended Street lighting

Construction of a footbridqe.
A92 Preston Single Tullis Russell New roundabout at the Tullis Russell entrance / BEAR carrying out a study, which will include consultation
Roundabout to Balfarg Junction B9130 Markinch Rd junction. with the Glenrothes Area Futures Group and local MSPs,
Junction to look at possible further improvements at Tullis Russel,

Cadham and Balfarg junctions. Report to be concluded
mid-January 2009.

A92 Preston Single Cadham Road Southbound right turns into Cad ham Road BEAR carrying out a study, which will include consultation
Roundabout to Balfarg Junction junction banned. with the Glenrothes Area Futures Group and local MSPs,
Junction to look at possible further improvements at Tullis Russell,

Visibility improvements (lowering wall and felling Cad ham and Balfarg junctions. Report to be concluded
trees) directly north of junction. mid-January 2009.

BEAR carrying out a feasibility study to look at
the provision of traffic signals at Cadham Road
iunction - study nearinq completion.
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Section C'way Location Works carried out I underway Measures proposed
A92 Balfarg Junction Dual Balfarg Reduction in speed limit and introduction of single BEAR carrying out a study, which will include consultation
to New Inn Junction lane dualing to stop overtaking manoeuvres and with the Glenrothes Area Futures Group and local MSPs,
Roundabout improve safety at the Western Ave junction. to look at possible further improvements at Tullis Russell,

Cad ham and Balfarg junctions. Report to be concluded
Developer-funded improvement to improve the mid-January 2009.
geometry of the junction, facilities for pedestrians
and anti-skid surfacing put in place.

Improvements to the signing, lining and lighting
columns have been made with the introduction of
passively safe posts and columns designed to
minimise the severity of injuries should they be hit.
Red infill material in hatched areas and anti skid
surfacing on deceleration lanes.

A92 New Inn Single New Inn Anti-skid surfacing on approaches to roundabout Accident study being carried out.
Roundabout to Roundabout planned for October 2008.
Melville Lodges
Roundabout
A92 New Inn Single Freuchie Improved signing and lining. Business case prepared for minor scheme - at present
Roundabout to Improvements unfunded for northbound right turn ghost island at petrol
Melville Lodges 40 mph speed limit extended northwards to the station access and feasibility into potential visibility
Roundabout garage. improvements at the western junction of Freuchie. crossroads. Works would include widening of the existing

Trunk Road verge and associated embankment. Minor
lighting improvements included. Land I CPO required.
Progress dependent on completion of statutory
procedures and availability of fundinQ.

A92 New Inn Single Ladybank Business case prepared for minor scheme -at present
Roundabout to South Junction unfunded. Follows from Ladybank Junctions Feasibility
Melville Lodges (Monkstown) Study - April 2007 to consider alternative junction
Roundabout arrangements / rationalisation from the B937 at Eden

bridge to the B9129 north of Ladybank. Study's
recommendation for the B938 existing staggered junction
is to construct a roundabout and for the B937 junction at
Eden Bridge to be closed. Land / CPO and Orders
required. Progress dependent on completion of statutory
procedures and availability of funding.
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Section C'way Location Works carried out I underway Measures proposed
A92 New Inn Single Ladybank North Improved bend signing at the bridge installed. Business case prepared for a minor scheme, which is at
Roundabout to Junction present unfunded. Follows from Ladybank Junctions
Melville Lodges (Cairnfield) Feasibility Study - April 2007 to consider alternative
Roundabout junction arrangements / rationalisation on the A92 from

the B937 at Eden bridge to the B9129 north of Ladybank.
Study's recommendation for the northern junction is to
construct a ghost island junction south of its existing
position. Land / CPO required. Progress dependent on
completion of statutory procedures and availability of
fundinq.

A92 New Inn Single Gilfordtown/ Business case prepared for a minor scheme, which is at
Roundabout to Ladybank Golf present unfunded, consisting of the construction of two
Melville Lodges Course Junction RH Ghost Islands at A92 Giffordtown and A92 Ladybank
Roundabout Golf Course. Land / CPO required. Progress dependent

on completion of statutory procedures and availability of
fundinq.

A92 Melville Lodges Single Melville Lodges Accident study being carried out.
Roundabout to Roundabout
Newport R/About
A92 Melville Lodges Single Parbroath Junction improvements completed.
Roundabout to Junction
Newport Roundabout Passively safe road signs and street lighting

columns introduced (i.e. posts and columns
that collapse on vehicular impact to reduce
severity of iniury).

A92 Newport Dual Newport to Tay Closure of central reserve gaps on dual carriageway
Roundabout to Tay Bridge section of A92 at Newport-on-Tay proposed. Traffic
Bridge Roundabout Orders published November 2007 but large number of

objections received - likely to proceed to a Public Local
Inquiry
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Section C'way Location Works carried out I underway Measures proposed
A92 Route Measures All Redbouse 2004 Route Action Management Plan (RAMP) Speed Limits

Roundabout to identified strategy of minor improvement A review of speed limits on the A92 is being carried out as
Tay Bridge schemes and programme of short, medium part of the national strategy for speed limit reviews. This is
Roundabout and long term measures aimed at improving being undertaken by BEAR Scotland Ltd and will be

overall standard of the route. A number of completed by end March 2009.
these RAMP schemes have now been
implemented: Village Gateways

A review of village gateway treatments on the A92 has
Introduction of centre hatching, red surfacing, been instigated. This is due to conclude by end March
bollards and signing at junctions along the 2009 and will consider the most effective gateway
whole length of the single carriageway section treatment for each settlement on the route based upon
of the A92. current best practice.

Installation of vehicle activated signs. Passive Safety Initiative
Throughout the network an extensive programme has

Replacement of all road signs from New Inn to been undertaken to identify unprotected poles and
Forgan roundabout to current standards. structures that may be subject to new standards requiring

safety barrier or the use of passively safe poles. This
programme has been extended to include a review of the
ramped ends on barrier which may benefit from newer P4
terminals.

Lay-by Improvement feasibility study to be carried out.
A92 Route Measures All Redbouse Accident reduction
(cont) Roundabout to Historical and current data about the A92 is being

Tay Bridge compiled to assess the route's performance against
Roundabout national targets and inform future strategies with the aim

of meeting post 2010 accident reduction targets.

Proposed Structural Maintenance Schemes: 2008 -
2011
• Easter Kinsleith to Rathillet Ph2
• Melville Lodges Roundabout to Letham Junction
• Fernie Castle to Lindiffron Hill)
• Rathillet to Kilmany

Progress of these schemes is dependent on land
acquisition and availability of fundinq.
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